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Writing Process: Revising Stage

PQP Form for Peer Editing (PQP = Praise, Question, Polish)

Writer ____________________________________
Editor ____________________________________
Title of Writing _______________________________________________________________

1. PRAISE (These are the things I particularly like about what you wrote)

   I like the part where...
   I’d like to know more about....
   You used some powerful words, like...
   I like the way you explained...
   Your writing made me feel....
   I like the order you used in your writing because...
   Your dialogue was realistic, the way (character) said....

2. QUESTION (These are the questions I have about what you wrote, or these are questions that the writer has for the reviewer)

   What do you think is the strongest part of my writing?
   What do you want to know more about?
   What part doesn’t make sense to you?
   Is there a part I should throw away?
   How can I make my writing clearer?
   Did I use some “tired” words that I should change?
   Are there some sentences I should combine?

3. POLISH (These are suggestions to make what you wrote even better)

   What is your favorite part?
   Could you write a lead sentence to “grab” the reader?
   Do you need a closing?
   I got confused in the part about......
   Could you add more to this part because.....
   Could you leave this part out because.....
   Could you use a different word for __________?
   Is this paragraph on one topic?
   Are your paragraphs in the best order?
   Could you combine some sentences?